1. Google “WELL ADULT CARE.” Look at the URLs for something authoritative. Most of the results appear to be health insurance plans.

2. From the Cleveland Health Sciences Library main page under Highlights, click on ClinicalKey. In the search box, enter PERIODIC HEALTH EXAMINATION and click on search. Look for the book Goldman’s Cecil Medicine, click on The Periodic Health Examination. On the left are topics within the chapter and on the right is additional information.


4. From the Cleveland Health Sciences Library main page, click on PubMed. Use this link for CWRU and OhioLINK holdings. Go to the MeSH database. Search for PREVENTIVE HEALTH SERVICES. Restrict to Major and Add to Search Builder. Now, search for AFFORDABLE CARE ACT. Restrict to Major and Add to Search Builder with AND. Search PubMed. Look for the article by Fielding JE, PMID: 22095359. Be sure to notice all the links. The CWRU Full Text link and EBSCO from FindIT both provide full text to this article.